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A: Fill in the blanks with the words given. There is one extra word. 

 

 

1. If today we respect our parents, our future ………. will carry those values. 

2. Through sentence examples, try to learn ‘words in combination’ to …….. your 

vocabulary. 

3. Different types of ………. are often used in the definitions for a word.  

4. Taking care of grandchildren increases brain …….. and memory. 
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B: Match the following definitions in column (A) with the words in column (B). 

There is one extra item in column (B). 

                      A                                                                                          B 

     5. to be grateful for                                                              a. suppose 

     6. something that stands for something else                        b. arrange 

     7. think and believe                                                              c. appreciate  

     8. to put things in a neat, attractive, or useful order            d. symbol 
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C: Choose the correct choice. 

9. The police never found the money stolen in the robbery, …………? 

a) didn’t he             b) did he   c) didn’t they             d) did they  

10. I ………… to invite guests to my birthday celebration and I'd like to invite my 

old friend to join us. 

 a) have permitted    b) will permit       c) am permitted     d) permit  

11. The decisions ………… in the last meeting are strongly supported by 

environmental groups. 

a) were made           b) make            c) making     d) which were made  

12. I remember my twentieth birthday. It was the day ………… the 

earthquake happened. 

a) whose   b) whom   c) which     d) in that 
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D: Write these sentences in passive forms.  
 

 

13.   People asked me the way three times. 

14.  The government has built a new road in this area. 
 

15.  Scientists always find solutions to problems. 
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E: Use and , or , but, so in the blanks in following sentences. 
 

16.  I haven’t used a dictionary . ……. I have heard that using a good dictionary 

can really help me learn English better. 
 

17.   Monica has an exam tomorrow, ……. she must study well tonight. 
 

18. May I call my mother to let her know when school will be over ……… wait 

until school's out. 
 

19. Dictionaries explain words ……. also how they are used.  
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F: Combine the following sentences. Use an appropriate relative pronouns 

     (who, whom and which) 

 

20. The students talked to the teacher. John met him before. 

 

21.  The mechanic had an accident. He is very skillful. 

 

22.  I found the keys. I lost the keys yesterday. 
 

 

G: Cloze Passage (Fill in the blanks with the words given. There is one extra word) 

 

 

   Dictionaries which explain what words mean give a clear ‘…..23….’ of them.  

A good dictionary also gives more information about words. For …24…., it 

explains how they are pronounced. Usually the International Phonetic Alphabet 

(IPA) is used for this ..…25….. . 

There are also dictionaries which translate words into other languages. Very often 

one volume translates both ways; for example, half of the book is from English to 

Persian and the …..26….. half from Persian to English.  
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H. Reading Comprehension :  
 

Reading: 

   The economic and social changes of the past few decades have changed the 

European family. What was once normal-two parents, father employed, mother at 

home, stable financial situation is now exceptional. Today, half of all marriages 

end in failure, and about half of all children spend several years in a single-parent 

family. Some mothers never marry again, some parents lose husband or wife 

through death and some single women and men adopt children. It means that they 

decide to raise other people's children. Single mothers are greater in number than 

single fathers. 

   A single-parent family is at a greater risk for such negative outcomes as decline 

in income, poverty, and behavioral problems. Most single parents find it difficult 

to meet all their financial duties. A decrease in income may require them to move 

the family to a less expensive home in a different neighborhood, transfer the 

children from one school to another, and spend less money on goods. 

   While the pressures on the single-parent family are great, problems do not always 

occur. If a single mother can manage the different tasks of taking care of her 

children and herself, her family can not only survive but also advance a lot.  
 

27- What is the first paragraph mainly about? 

a) The problems of today's children                     

b) Ways to help single-parent families 

c) Recent economic and social changes in Europe      

d) The change in the structure of the European family  
 

28- According to the passage, in the past a normal European family had 

……….  

a) so many children                                  b) no financial problems 

c) people to take care of the children       d) a father at work and a mother at home 
 

29- The word "them" in paragraph 2 refers to ……. 

a) duties   b) problems               c) single parents   d) negative outcomes 

 

30- According to the passage, a single-parent may transfer his or her child 

from one school to another when ………………… . 

a) they move to another home   b) they have financial problems 

c) they want to be close to shops         d) their children do not do well at school 
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   A:  

  1. .................             2  .. .  ...............               3  . .                 ................. 4  . .  .................        
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    B:  

 5.                          6.                        7.                    8. 
2 

    C:  

 9.                         10.                   11.                     12. 
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    D:  
  14. .........................................................................................................  

                
  15. .........................................................................................................  

                
 16.  ......................................................................................................... 
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    E:  

  16.                             17.                         18.                            19.  
2 

 

  F:  

  20. .........................................................................................................  

  

  21. .........................................................................................................   

 

  22. ......................................................................................................... 
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G: Cloze Passage 

  23.                             24.                              25.                             26. 
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 H: Reading Comprehension : 

 

  27.                             28.                                    29.                          30. 
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